PLC: Good and Evil
a) Question – I can define the key word and link to a teaching or example

Beliefs –
Incarnation

Beliefs - Trinity

Good, Evil and Suffering

Conscience
Incarnation

Evil
Natural Law

Free will
Privation

Exam Question - can you answer a question on the following
topics?
Know Christian attempts to answer questions about the
problem of evil
Know non-Christian attempts to answer questions about the
problem of evil
Know philosophical attempts to answer question about the
problem of evil
Understand what St Augustine meant when he called evil a
‘privation’
Understand what Catholics mean by ‘original sin’ and ‘free will’
Understand the Catholic beliefs about Jesus’ suffering
Understand Jewish views about suffering and evil
Know that Catholics believe that the world is fundamentally
good
Understand what Catholics mean when they call God ‘good’
Understand Catholic ambivalence about suffering using
examples of the suffering of Jesus to show it can be beneficial
Know that Catholics believe that God is a Trinity of persons:
Father, Son and Holy Spirit
Understand why this belief is important to Catholics
Understand where this belief can be found in the scriptures and
how it has developed
Understand the importance of St Augustine’s metaphor of the
love, lover and beloved as an image of the Trinity
Understand why Jews have no belief or teachings about the
Trinity
Know the meaning of the word ‘incarnation’
Understand the Biblical origins of the belief that Jesus is God
incarnate
Understand how this doctrine influences Catholic
understandings of the meaning of suffering
Understand what Pope John Paul II said about suffering in
Salvifici Doloris

Goodness
Suffering

Describe Explain Discuss

Practices – Pilgrimage

Forms – Sculpture
and Statuary

Sources – Jesus

PLC: Good and Evil
Exam Question - can you answer a question on the following
topics?
Understand how the teaching and example of Jesus provide
authority for Christian moral behaviour
Know the details of the moral teaching of Jesus in the ‘Sermon
on the Mount’
Understand beliefs about Natural Law and conscience
Understand how suffering can make people more virtuous
Understand why Catholics have statues in churches and how
they aid worship
Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using statues in
worship
Understand why there are no statues or images of people in
Jewish synagogues and why Jews would never depict God
Understand what Michelangelo’s Pieta means as a reflection on
God’s goodness and human suffering
Know the meaning of the word ‘pilgrimage’
Understand why pilgrimage is important to Catholics
Understand how pilgrimages can be a response to the existence
of suffering
Understand Jewish attitudes to pilgrimage
Know what a rosary is and how it is prayed
Know what the Sorrowful Mysteries are
Understand how the Rosary is used as a Catholic response to
suffering

Describe Explain Discuss

